IECON 2013
Call for Special Sessions
The IECON 2013 organising team invites professionals in the area of Industrial Electronics to
propose special sessions to be held on IECON 2013 in Vienna.
Special sessions provide the opportunity to focus in detail on particular emerging topics,
which are not or not yet reflected in the list of conference tracks.
Proposal content
If you intend to propose and organise a special session, please provide us with a compact
proposal in pdf format, including the following information
-

Title of the Special Session
Brief description of the area of concern (100-200 words), with special focus on why
we should believe this is an interesting and significant topic?
The name and contact information of two or more special session chairs, who are
willing to promote and organise a sufficient amount of quality submissions to the
special session. Please also indicate the background of the organisers.
A list of potential authors and their affiliations
A list of potential reviewers and their affiliations
The sponsoring IES Technical Committee (if any)

Organisation of special sessions
Papers submitted to special sessions will undergo the same review process as regular
papers. The special session chairs of the respective special session are responsible for
organising the review process, assuring at least three reviews per paper. This includes
selection of reviewers from their peers. A minimum of 5 papers is required for each session.
If a session has too few papers, accepted papers will be allocated to regular sessions
wherever possible. In case of indication of weakly organized special sessions, the conference
organizers will support the organizers with advice but reserve measures including
cancellation of the respective special session.

Proposal Submission
Please send your proposal in pdf format to
ss-chairs@iecon2013.org
Submission deadline is 1st of March, 2013 (extended). Later submissions can be considered
on special request.

